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CRUISES

BANDA SEA

TO MARINE TREASURES

Roam the vast expanse of the Banda Sea, where the Dutch once took over the Portuguese colony in a bloody fight.

Many remains of the colonies are still left to be discovered. Uncover the mysteries of the intriguing world of marine

life and get ready for views like you have never seen before. The Banda Sea is in the heart of Indonesia, while still

maintaining that off the beaten path feel, best explored by liveaboard.

The diving here is very diverse and spectacular. As these volcanic islands rise up to the surface surrounded by deep-

sea water, the chances for sightings of large pelagics are good. That’s what makes this area so thrilling; you never

know what’s around the corner.

Pindito never has a set itinerary. We plan our trips and water activities based on weather, tides and currents. From

our expertise and experience, we know the ideal sea conditions for all the best and famous sites and when to dive

them. And of course we have the not so famous, and even secret, equally spectacular sites that only a few of us

know about.

MYSTIC SPICE ISLAND & LEGENDARY
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EXPLORE THE RICHEST MARINE LIFE ON EARTH

Get an impression of where your bucket list might take you

VIEW GALLERY

CLICK ON THE MARKS TO SEE
FREQUENTLY VISITED STOP OVERS

NUSA LAUT
Right at the shores of the village Ahmed, a vibrant reef-scape of miraculous coral gardens and an abundance of fish wait

for you in Nusa Laut. Schools of surgeon fish, big eye jacks, and a crazy quilt of reef fish that go with barracudas guarantee

a heart-stopping show and a divers dream come true. If you’re lucky you can even see otherworldly hammerhead sharks.

Prepare to be amazed when you embark on a quest to spot critters. Frogfish, scorpion fish, pipefish and many other exotic

creatures hidden in the white sand.

THE ADVENTURE STARTS HERE

ENQUIRE NOW!

EXPLORE MORE DESTINATIONS

Komodo
Raja Ampat
Banda Sea
Biodiversity Cruise
East Flores – Alor
Family Diving Cruise
Whale – Macro Cruise
Special Snorkel Cruise
Halmahera – Malkusea
Kaimana
Forgotten Islands

Nusa Laut

Banda Neira

Koon

Misool

Dampier Straight
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